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The figurative part of  an abstract Neolithic iconography: 
hypotheses and directions of  research in Irish and British 
passage tomb art

Guillaume Robin

Chapter 10

INTroducTIoN 

The principle characteristic of  Irish and British passage tomb art is the abstract nature 
of  its repertoire, which is exclusively composed of  geometric motifs: circles, spirals, arcs, 
radiate motifs, chevrons, triangles, lozenges, scalariform motifs and meandering lines (Shee 
Twohig 1981; robin 2009). This contrasts with the other traditions of  megalithic art found 
in western France and Iberia where figurative motifs, such as weapons, animals or human 
figures, were represented together with abstract motifs. Why is there a total absence of  
figurative forms in Irish and British passage tombs? What are the origin and reasons for 
this specificity, which distinguishes the isles from the continent?

In reality, the problem may be more complex, and the frontier between abstraction and 
figuration less clear than it appears. These classifications depend on the degree of  knowledge 
that we have of  the art. For example, the aboriginal Walbiri iconography is composed of  
geometric figures only that look totally abstract at first glance: but the descriptions and 
analyses of  Nancy Munn (1973), who was explained the art by its creators and users, 
have shown that a large number of  the motifs are in fact very schematised figuration of  
objects or scenes. A penannular motif, for instance, represents the plan of  a hut, and a 
circle with radiating arcs (a ‘flower-like’ motif  as the ones found in the Neolithic tombs of  
Loughcrew in Ireland) represent people sitting around a fire (Munn 1973, 66, 79). Many 
other signs are direct references to identifiable beings or objects and show that despite its 
abstract appearance, Walbiri art has a significant figurative dimension (also see Hensey this 
volume).

In this paper I will examine the potential figurative elements within Irish and British 
passage tomb art. does this art include motifs that are graphical references to the world of  
the Neolithic people? How can this be identified today without the direct explanation of  the 
Neolithic carvers? After a presentation of  the historical debates and theories about a possible 
figurative dimension of  the art, I will focus on a selected number of  case studies that are 
interpreted as schematic figurations of  objects and abstract concepts. These hypotheses are 
based on an analysis of  the design of  the motifs but also and above all from an analysis of  
their location on the stones, their relationships with other motifs and with the architecture 
of  the tombs. comparisons with continental contexts, such as the megalithic art of  Brittany 
and Iberia, or the hypogea art of  Neolithic Sardinia, will also be used.
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ABSTrAcTIoN verSuS FIgurATIoN: AN HISTorIcAL deBATe

‘It is too easy for a modern sophisticated imagination to see faces or figures where neither were intended 
by those who carved the patterns. In many instances, the ability shown is such, that one must feel 
that if  the carvers wanted to represent a person, animal or plant, they could have done so with little 
trouble.’ Michael J. o’Kelly (1970, 535).

As soon as the first studies on Irish and British passage tomb art were published, in the 
middle of  the 19th century, the abstract nature of  the motifs was a source of  debates. The 
first problem was to understand the elementary function of  the art: was such an abstraction 
intended to be decorative or symbolic? For some scholars (Simpson 1866, 102–5; Frazer 
1893, 296) the main purpose of  the art was to embellish the architecture of  the tombs. 
george coffey also interpreted the geometric motifs carved inside Irish passage tombs as 
purely decorative in function (coffey 1894; 1895a; 1895b; 1896); but he also acknowledged 
that these abstract figures, which he though to originate from central europe, might have 
had originally a symbolic signification that was lost when they were adopted in Ireland 
(coffey 1892, 22). other scholars had the opinion that the role of  the abstract motifs was 
more symbolic than ornamental (Wilde 1847, 179–80; Allen 1904, 54; Shee Twohig 1981, 
120, 134; eogan 1986, 146). However, the majority of  experts in that area were or are 
inclined to the opinion that both functions, symbolic and decorative, were attached to the 
art by the passage tombs builders (Wakeman 1881, 545; Macalister 1921, 218; Lynch 1967, 
12; c. o’Kelly 1973, 362; Herity 1974, 91, 103, 106).

on many occasions, the abstract nature of  Irish and British passage tomb art was 
brought into question when some archaeologists proposed to interpret carved motifs 
and combinations as representations of  real objects or living beings. The most important 
(in terms of  time and publications), and still ongoing, debate is about the representation 
of  human faces amongst the carvings (Figure 10.1). First proposed by William Borlase 
(1897, 220), who saw human eyes in a pair of  lozenges carved on a stone at Kiltierney 
(co. Fermanagh, Ireland), the theory was adopted by the French archaeologist Joseph 
déchelette (1912, 35, 42) who interpreted certain carved composition in Newgrange as 
the representation of  female eyes (spirals) with facial tattoos (chevrons and lozenges). But 
the most significant contribution was made by another French scholar, Henri Breuil, who 
gave more than 30 examples of  human faces from the drawing of  Irish passage tombs 
motifs (Breuil 1934). His work had a large and durable influence: many archaeologists 
after him (Mahr 1937, 354, 359–60; Macalister 1943; Piggott 1954, 211–8; Hartnett 1957; 
eogan 1967), and particularly Michael Herity (1974), interpreted geometric carvings of  
Irish passage tombs as schematic human representations. 

The theory of  anthropomorphic figures in Irish and British monuments, and its 
connection with the worship of  a ‘Mother goddess’ (crawford 1957), were criticised by 
Andrew Fleming (1969) and claire o’Kelly (1973, 361). For Michael o’Kelly, who also 
rejected the theory, Irish passage tomb art is clearly abstract in nature and was deliberately 
made so (o’Kelly 1970, 535 – see citation above). More recently, elizabeth Shee Twohig 
(1998) has demonstrated that human faces or female representations are improbable 
in Neolithic Ireland and Britain; she has also argued that many of  Breuil’s drawings of  
megalithic art that show human faces were actually inaccurate and influenced by its own 
interpretation. 
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The excavations of  the large tumulus of  Knowth and the discovery inside the eastern and 
western tombs of  a style of  art not encountered before, however, brought new elements 
to the debate. For Muiris o’Sullivan: ‘the old theory of  anthropomorphism has to be resurrected’ 
(o’Sullivan 1986, 81). This new form of  art, termed ‘plastic art’ by o’Sullivan (1986) or 
‘ribbon art’ by george eogan (1986), would include two human figures (14 and 19 in 
Figure 10.1) imported from Brittany and Iberia and placed on key-location inside the tombs 
(o’Sullivan 1986; 1996). In a recent publication, christopher Tilley describes the carvings 
on orthostat 49 in Knowth West as ‘uniquely anthropomorphic in form’ (2008, 156–7, 172–4).

o’Sullivan’s (1986) and Tilley’s (2008) interpretation, as other anthropomorphic theories 
before (Mahr 1937, 358–9; Le roux 1992), is based on comparisons with carvings found in 
Breton passage tombs like gavrinis, goërem or Les Pierres Plates, and in particular with 
the so-called ‘buckler-motif ’, which was traditionally interpreted as a schematised human 
(often female) representation (e.g., Breuil 1936; 1937; L’Helgouac’h 1983; o’Sullivan 1996; 
eogan 1999). Yet recently, Serge cassen (2000a; 2000b) has convincingly demonstrated the 
unlikelihood of  such interpretation for the Breton motifs. 

If  any comparison with indisputable anthropomorphic figures should be made, I would 
propose an analogy between three M-shaped motifs found in Knowth: kerbstone 40, left jamb 
in the northern recess in tomb east, orthostat 41 in tomb West (see robin 2009, fig. 151), and 
the schematised faces carved on Iberian passage tombs and steles (Bueno ramírez and Balbín 
Behrmann 1996). Particularly, the similarities between the decorated jambstone in Knowth 
east and the carved stele found in chão do Brinco in Portugal (Silva 1993) deserve to be 
pointed out. Though I personally do not think that any schematic face was ever represented 
on the surfaces of  Irish and British passage tombs, from a methodological point of  view, the 
three stones mentioned above are the best candidates I would propose for such a hypothesis. 
They are the only examples of  insular art that can be compared with the T-shaped or M-
shaped motifs that were conventionally used all over western europe during the Neolithic 
to represent human faces: in Iberia (see above), on the standing stones of  southern France 
(d’Anna et al. 1996) and in the Alps (Saulieu 2004), or on the walls of  hypogea and gallery 
graves of  Paris basin (Bailloud 1964; Shee Twohig 1981; Tarrête 1996; villes 1998).

Besides anthropomorphic theories, other attempts were made to see figuration in 
passage tomb art. For examples, many archaeologists interpreted the radiate motifs and 
concentric circular designs in Newgrange, dowth or Loughcrew as representations of  stars 

Figure 10.1: (opposite) Examples of  Irish and British passage tomb motifs interpreted as anthropomorphic 
representations. (1) Kiltierney, stone west; (2) Newgrange, roofstone of  cell East; (3) Loughcrew T, orthostat 
C14; (4) Newgrange, orthostat L19; (5) Newgrange, orthostat C10; (6) Eday Manse; (7) Sess Kilgreen, 
orthostat C5; (8) Newgrange, kerbstone 52; (9) Knowth East, corbel 5D-6E; (10) and (12) Loughcrew 
T, orthostat C8; (11) Dowth North, orthostat C5; (13) Loughcrew U, orthostat C2; (14) Knowth East, 
orthostat 69; (15) Sess Kilgreen, orthostat C6; (16) Newgrange, kerbstone 67; (17) Fourknocks, stone C1; 
(18) Loughcrew U, orthostat C3; (19) Knowth West, orthostat 49; (20) Barclodiad y Gawres, orthostat L8; 
(21) Seefin, orthostat R4. Images 1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18 and 21 after Shee Twohig 1981; 2, 4, 
5, 8 and 16 after O’Kelly 1982; 9 and 14 after O’Sullivan 1988; 11 after O’Kelly and O’Kelly 1983; 20 
after Lynch 1967. Image 19: Irish Department of  the Environment, Heritage and Local Government.
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or celestial bodies (Nilsson 1843, 143; Allen 1904, 54). Such symbols would be related to 
an astronomic religion and/or science in which the passage tombs were involved (coffey 
1912, 76–7, 88–90; Flom 1924; Brennan 1983; Thomas 1988; o’Brien 1989; 1992; Stooke 
1994; Saunders 2004; garnett 2005; o’Sullivan et al. 2010). A more recent series of  studies 
has proposed to interpret the geometric forms of  the art as depictions of  entoptic visions 
that Neolithic people (often called shamans) would obtain through altered states of  
consciousness (eichmeier and Höfer 1974, 151–60; Bradley 1989; Sherratt 1991; Le roux 
1992, 101; Lewis-Willams and dowson 1993; dronfield 1993; 1995; 1996a; Lewis-Williams 
and Pearce 2005, 260–80). In both theories, the motifs carved in Irish passage tombs are 
considered as schematic representations of  real (material and immaterial) objects: they 
consequently (but not explicitly) view the art as figurative and not abstract.

Here again, I am not personally convinced that astronomic elements or entoptic 
visions were depicted by the Neolithic people of  Ireland and Britain on the inner and 
outer walls of  the tombs. However, in the course of  the research that I undertook on 
the organisation of  the motifs, their combinations and their relations with the stones and 
with the architecture of  the monuments (robin 2009), several alternative hypotheses arose 
regarding a possible figurative dimension of  the art. This paper gives me the occasion to 
develop these hypotheses, which will be presented in two parts. 

THe ABSTrAcTIoN oF FIgureS

Amongst the thousands of  individual motifs that were carved in Irish and British passage 
tombs, a very small number might be schematic representations of  living beings and 
architectural elements. These hypotheses are supported by the graphic forms of  these motifs 
but also by their location on the stones, their spatial relations with the architecture of  the 
tombs, and comparisons with continental contexts. They constitute the first dimension of  
the figurative part of  the art.

Schematic representation of  living figures
An original motif, called ‘Fir Tree Man’ by Breuil (1934, 297), and one that I will call 
‘ramiform motif ’, was recorded on only eight stones in Ireland: roofstone 3 and kerbstones 
4, 51 and 91 in Newgrange, orthostat 37 in Knowth east, corbel 37/38 in Knowth West, 
orthostat c4 in Loughcrew W, and a stone (now lost) in Loughcrew L (robin 2009, fig. 
63). I will focus on three of  these stones (Figure 10.2). 

Timothy darvill (2001, 54–5) has pointed out the similarities of  the compositions carved 
on kerbstones 4 and 51 in Newgrange and on the decorated vessel found in the middle 
Neolithic barrow of  Lannec er gadouer in Morbihan, Brittany (cassen 2000c). In a previous 
work (robin and cassen 2009a), I also stressed the analogy between these elements and 
others in Ireland (corbel 37/38 in Knowth east) and Morbihan (a decorated standing 
stone at guib and orthostat 3 in La Table des Marchands passage tomb). I drew attention 
to the constructional pattern used in the compositions: on these Irish and Breton stones 
and vessel, a vertical ramiform motif  is placed above a horizontal (carved or natural) line, 
below which are represented serpentiforms or spiral-serpentiform motifs.
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In Morbihan, where figurative motifs are common, it is not a problem to interpret 
the ramiform motif  as a schematic representation of  a tree (cassen 2000c). In Ireland, 
however, this interpretation is much more difficult to accept a priori. Yet, the shape of  the 
motifs, their orientation and location on the stone, the associations with the stones relief  
and other motifs are exactly the same as in Morbihan. We very probably have the same 
model (the origin of  which is another problem), represented in both regions. consequently, 
if  we interpret the Breton motifs as representations of  trees, we must admit the same 
interpretation for the three Irish examples.

other schematic representations of  living figures can be proposed from among the 
catalogue of  Irish motifs. Several serpentiform motifs are represented with a cup, a circle, 
a v, a lozenge or a rectilinear angle at one end (Figure 10.3). These endings, added to the 
irregular (i.e. non-sinusoidal) form of  many motifs, support the idea that snakes were 
represented in Irish passage tombs (robin 2009, 77–85). This interpretation is not new but 
rarely have scholars expressed it in explicit terms. edward Lhwyd described the spirals on 
kerbstone 1 at Newgrange as ‘barbarous carvings, like snakes encircled, but without head’ 
(cited by Wilde 1847, 168) and claire o’Kelly (1973, 366) mentioned ‘heads’ (with inverted 
commas) that are represented by large cup-marks at the end of  some serpentiforms in the 
Boyne valley. only Hubert Savory (1973, 81) clearly described some Irish serpentiforms, 
particularly the ones on orthostat 8 in Knowth 14, as representations of  headed snakes.

Figure 10.2: Ramiform motifs in Ireland and Brittany interpreted as probable representations of  trees. (1) 
Knowth West, corbel 37/38; (2) and (3) Newgrange, kerbstones 4 and 51; (4) Guib, stele; (5) Table des 
Marchands, orthostat 3; (6) Lannec er Gadouer, vessel. Image 1 after Eogan 1997; 2 and 3 after O’Kelly 
1982; 4 and 6 after Cassen 2000c; 5 after Robin and Cassen 2009b.
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This interpretation can be further supported by an examination of  the location of  the 
Irish motifs, and by comparisons with continental examples. First, it is interesting to mention 
the paper by Primitiva Bueno ramírez and rodrigo de Balbín Behrmann (1995) devoted to 
the serpentiform motifs in Iberia: a significant number of  the motifs, which are interpreted 
as snakes representations by the authors, have a head that is represented by a cup, a circle, 
a v, a lozenge or a rectilinear angle. exactly the same forms are found in Ireland (see 
corpus in robin 2009, 80–2). The location of  the Irish motifs is also interesting; 11% of  
the serpentiforms are located on hidden faces of  the stones, principally the back and top 
faces (ibid., 265–7). Moreover, in many other instances, where the carvings are not hidden, 
the motifs were executed on the less visible parts of  the stones, like their sides or bottom 
surfaces: see kerbstone 36 in dowth, orthostat c9 in dowth North, orthostats c7 and r2 
in dowth South (o’Kelly and o’Kelly 1983), kerbstones 4, 13, 14, 32, 71, 94 and 124 in 
Knowth 1, orthostat 92 in Knowth east, orthostat 38 in Knowth West, kerbstones 17 and 
24 in Knowth 13, orthostat 8 in Knowth 14 (eogan 1974; 1984; 1986; 1996), kerbstones 9, 
52 and 89 in Newgrange (o’Kelly 1982), stone A in Newgrange L (o’Kelly et al. 1978) or 
kerbstone 8 in Loughcrew H (Shee Twohig 1981). In Brittany too, snake motifs are often 

Figure 10.3: Example of  headed serpentiform motifs, which are possible snake representations. (1) Newgrange 
L, stone A; (2) Dowth South, orthostat R1; (3) Loughcrew T, orthostat C3; (4) Newgrange, kerbstone 18; 
(5) Knockroe, kerbstone 31; (6) Barclodiad y Gawres; (7), (10), (12) and (13) Knowth 14, orthostat 8; (8) 
Newgrange, orthostat C3; (9) Loughcrew H, orthostat C14; (11) Knowth 4, stone A; (14) Knowth, kerbstone 
94; (15) Knowth, kerbstone 64; (16) Knowth, kerbstone 113. Images 1 after O’Kelly et al. 1978; 2 after 
O’Kelly and O’Kelly 1983; 3 and 9 after Robin 2009; 4 and 8 after O’Kelly 1982; 5 after O’Sullivan 
1987; 6 after Shee Twohig 1981; 7, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 16 after Eogan 1968; 11 after Eogan 1974; 15 
after O’Sullivan 1988. 
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located on stone surfaces that are in direct connection with the ground or with the mass 
of  the tumulus, as for example the serpentiforms hidden on the buried base of  the famous 
decorated stele at Le Manio (Bailloud et al. 1995). 

In Ireland and Brittany, the physical connection of  the serpentiform motifs with the 
‘underworld’, created by their placement close to the ground level and/or the mass of  
the tumulus, is probably related to the universal chthonian symbolism of  the reptile. This 
observation supports the interpretation of  the Irish serpentiforms (or at least a part of  
them) as schematic representations of  snakes. one problem with this theory is the biological 
absence of  snakes in Ireland: during the postglacial they reached Britain but were stopped 
by the Irish Sea. This absence is traditionally attributed to St Patrick, who chased all the 
reptiles away from Ireland, though this is a late hagiographical invention of  the 12th century 
since only birds are mentioned by the early sources (MacNeill 1962, 73–4; Ó hÓgáin 2006, 
421). If  snakes were represented on the walls of  the Irish Neolithic tombs, where did they 
come from? one possible explanation is that they were part of  a system of  beliefs imported 
from Britain and/or the continent. But they can also be imaginary worm-like creatures, 
as the ones battled with by pre-christian heroes of  the Irish mythology (MacNeill 1962). 
An examination of  this problem would deserve a comprehensive study, which is not the 
object of  the present paper.

Schematic representation of  architectural figures
The possibility that the monuments, or a part of  them, may be represented by the geometric 
motifs has almost never been taken into consideration: Breuil interpreted certain nested 
arcs as ‘standing stones or huts’ (1934, 296), and more recently Jeremy dronfield argued that 
concentric motifs in Irish passage tombs (spirals, nested arcs and concentric circles) were 
‘representations … of  subjective tunnel experiences’ (1996b, 52; see also discussion in cooney 
1996). Two case studies will be presented here, which are interpreted as two different ways 
to represent a perspective of  the megalithic passage of  the tombs.

In several Irish passage tombs, a particular motif  composed of  a row of  single arcs 
was recorded (Figure 10.4). In the passage tomb of  carnanmore, co. Antrim, the motif  is 
located on the top face of  a roofstone, as in the western tomb in Knockroe, co. Kilkenny. 
In Loughcrew F, it is represented on the backstone of  the chamber. At Knowth, the motif  
is found on four kerbstones: K11, K29, K52, K76, and K93. By examining the relationships 
between this motif  and the architecture of  the tombs, I have shown that in each case, the 
orientation of  the arcs row corresponds to the orientation of  the axis created by the passage 
and chamber of  the monuments (robin 2009, 170–3; 2010, 397–401). 

The graphical shape of  the motif  and its exclusive relationship to the tombs passage, 
allow us to interpret it as a schematic representation in perspective of  the megalithic passage: 
each arc is a transversal ‘section’ of  the passage, and the multiplication of  these sections 
in a row represents the passage. This interpretation also explains the decreasing size of  
the arcs at carnanmore and Knowth (1 and 5 in Figure 10.4): the lower arc, closer in the 
perspective, is represented bigger than the upper one, which is the most distant section 
from the viewer. on kerbstone 93 in Knowth 1, an opposition between two groups of  
arcs, carved on a single line, can be noted (7 in Figure 10.4): the three signs on the left are 
open leftwards while the four arcs on the right open rightwards. This can be interpreted 
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as a representation of  the western and eastern tombs, which are opposed on the same axis 
inside the large tumulus of  Knowth (see robin 2010, fig. 20).

This false perspective is of  a particular type. It combines two different views: a horizontal 
or frontal view (the arcs or ‘sections’) and an aerial or vertical view (the alignment of  arcs). 
Such contradictory representation is not an isolated example: see for instance the Iron 
Age carts that are carved in the Maurienne valley (French Alps), some elements of  which 
(the box, the shaft and the yoke) are represented as seen from above whereas others (the 
wheels and the harness quadrupeds) are represented as seen from the side (Ballet 2003, 
277–9; Figure 10.4).

A perspective effect was also very probably sought in the execution of  the original motif  
that was carved on the backstone of  the western tomb in Knowth 1 (Figure 10.5). This stone 
is twice lower than the adjoining orthostats and its decoration in nested arcs or rectangles 
is a reproduction of  the motif  carved on kerbstone 74, which is the entrance stone of  the 
tomb. Thus it has more the characteristics of  a sillstone than the one of  an orthostat, and 
for these reasons it has been recently interpreted as a symbolic doorway leading beyond the 
tomb towards the world of  the dead (Tilley 2008, 159; robin 2009, 234; 2010, 395).

If  we accept this interpretation, the design of  the motif  becomes particularly interesting. 
Inside the Neolithic hypogea of  Sardinia, the back wall is often occupied by a false door, 
which is interpreted as a symbolic doorway to the world of  the dead (Tanda 1984, vol. 
2, 70–1). The Sardinian false doors are usually represented in a realistic or figurative way, 

Figure 10.4: Motifs in row of  single arcs, interpreted as possible representations of  the megalithic passage of  
the tombs. (1) Carnanmore, capstone of  chamber; (2) Loughcrew F, orthostat C5; (3) Knockroe, capstone of  
western tomb; (4) to (7) Knowth 1, kerbstones 76, 29, 52 and 93; (8) Aussois (France), Iron Age cart with 
carriage. Images 1, 2 and 3 after Robin 2009; 4, 5 and 6 after O’Sullivan 1988; 7 after Eogan 1968; 8 
after Ballet 2003.
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but some of  them are symbolised by more conceptual, more abstract motifs such as 
nested squares sculpted in stairs, which give the illusion of  an architectural prolongation 
of  the tomb space (Figure 10.5). This is particularly apparent in ochila tomb vI where 

Figure 10.5: Symbolic doorways in Ireland and Sardinia, represented by a false perspective in trompe l’oeil on 
the back wall of  the tombs. (1) Knowth West, backstone of  the chamber (orthostat 42), after Eogan 1990; 
(2) back wall of  hypogeum VI at Ochila, photograph Guillaume Robin; (3), (4) and (5) back walls of  the 
Tomba Maggiore at S’Adde ‘e Asile, hypogeum VI at Sos Furrighesos and hypogeum VI at Ochila, after 
Tanda 1984.
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the false door is represented by three nested rectangles which symbolise the continuity of  
the chamber beyond the back wall, and therefore the space beyond which the living are 
barred access. The backstone of  Knowth West and its decoration probably uses the same 
visual process of  symbolisation and figuration of  architectural perspective. By imitating 
a perspective view of  a megalithic passage or tunnel, the carved semi-rectangles create a 
representation in trompe l’oeil of  the immaterial space of  the beyond, which was located 
behind the backstone and in the continuity of  the axis made by the passage and chamber 
of  the tomb (robin 2009, 234–7; 2010, 394–5). 

THe FIgurATIoN oF THe ABSTrAcT

Thus far I have proposed and discussed the possible schematic representation of  objects 
from the real or imaginary world of  the Neolithic people of  Ireland and Britain (living 
beings and architectural structures). This is the first dimension of  the figurative part of  
passage tomb art. Now I wish to present further case studies and hypotheses and to 
propose a second dimension of  this figurative part. From the results of  a recent research 
(robin 2009), which shows the spatial relationships between the art and the architectural 
structure of  the tombs, I propose to interpret certain carved motifs, which I have called 
‘threshold-signs’, as graphic representations of  abstract concepts or ideas.

The threshold-signs: presentation
In Irish and British passage tombs, specific types of  motifs were placed in direct connection 
with structural limits of  the architecture, such as entrances, sillstones, jambstones or lintels, 
as well as with symbolic limits, such as the backstone of  the tomb and the ground level of  
the recesses (robin 2009, 179–201, 205–9; 2010, 385–97). The first of  these ‘threshold-
signs’ are the parallel chevrons or zigzags motifs (robin 2009, fig. 128–34). In Fourknocks 
(Figure 10.7), they were executed on the four lintels that were placed respectively over four 
main entrances of  the tomb (passage, chamber and two recesses). In Knowth east, parallel 
zigzags are positioned on roofstones and orthostats that are associated with two sillstones 
in the passage, and with the entrance of  two recesses. other motifs in tombs I, T and u 
at Loughcrew mark the entrance of  recesses. In Knowth 17 and Barclodiad y gawres, a 
same combination of  spiral, chevrons and lozenges is carved on the last orthostat on the 
right side of  the passage and marks the junction between the passage and chamber of  the 
tombs. 

Interestingly, this spatial syntax can also be observed outside Ireland and Britain. In 
Morbihan, inside the third passage tomb at Le Petit Mont, the orthostats that are carved 
exclusively with zigzags are located at the junction between the passage and chamber. In the 
passage tomb of  gavrinis, chevrons are also associated with two important limits of  the 
architecture: a sillstone in the middle of  the passage and the chamber entrance (robin 2009, 
figs 135–6). Farther to the south-east, inside the Neolithic hypogea of  Sardinia, the same 
rule was followed. carved zigzags frame the entrance that leads from the antechamber to 
the chamber of  Is gannaus hypogeum (Atzeni 1987). The same symbolic use of  the motif  
can be seen inside the hypogeum of  coròngiu (Atzeni 1962). Inside the fourth tomb of  
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Pubusattile necropolis, chevrons are carved and painted at the entrance of  the antechamber 
(Tanda 1992). The placement of  zigzags at structural junctions of  hypogea can also be 
noted in tomb I at Monte Sirai (usai 1995), tomb II at cungiau Su Tuttui (usai 2000), 
tomb Iv at Matteatu (contu 1968, 424–5), tomb I at Sa Pala Larga (Solinas 2003), tomb 
II at Mesu’e Montes (demartis and canalis 1989), tomb III at S’Adde ‘e Asile (Moravetti 
2001), and coda di Palma (demartis and canalis 1989, 54).

The second type of  threshold-signs are the scalariform motifs, which are formed by 
one or two row of  short parallel lines, often with a central perpendicular line or blank 
linear space. Like parallel chevrons, the scalariform motifs are directly associated with 
liminal structures inside Irish and British passage tombs (robin 2009, fig. 138–45, 157). At 
Loughcrew, for example, scalariforms were placed at the entrance of  the passage of  tomb F, 
at the entrance of  the chamber and of  a recess in tomb I, at the entrance of  the chamber 
in tomb S, and at the entrance of  the chamber and of  the three recesses in tomb T. In 
dowth North, scalariforms are associated with the first sillstone in the passage, and with 
the chamber and side recesses entrances, whereas in the southern tomb, two signs mark the 
entrance of  the single recess. In Newgrange, Knowth east and Knowth West, scalariform 
motifs are located at the entrances of  the passage, antechamber and chamber.

The rare scalariform motifs executed in Morbihan were also used as threshold markers. 
In the Table des Marchands passage tomb, a motif  carved on orthostat 3 indicates, together 
with two orthogneiss orthostats, the point in which the passage marks a slight angle (robin 
and cassen 2009b). In Les Pierres Plates, three signs are located at the entrances of  the 
passage recess, chamber and final recess (robin 2009, fig. 147). In the Neolithic hypogea 
of  the Marne district (Paris Basin), simple scalariform motifs were recorded on the wall 
that separates the chamber from the antechamber (Bailloud 1964, 182). In Iberia, several 
signs of  the same type are also associated with the different structural limits of  the passage 
tombs (Bueno ramírez and Balbín Behrmann 1996). 

The last type of  threshold-signs is represented by the motif  in an alignment of  circles 
(Figure 10.6; see also robin 2009, fig. 158). Like the two others described above, this motif  
is located on liminal structures of  the tombs. In dowth North, Newgrange, Knowth West 
and Loughcrew F, a sign marks the junction between the passage and chamber, and in 
Loughcrew u, dowth North and Knowth east, it is placed at the entrance of  a recess. 

The figuration of  the abstract idea of  limit and its crossing
one interesting fact with these threshold-signs is their location inside the monuments: I 
have shown here and in previous works that their recurring relationship with structural 
junctions demonstrate that they are associated with the notion of  passage and transition 
(robin 2009; 2010). Two other important points, which will be discussed in further details 
now, are their orientation and their graphical structure (Figure 10.7). 

The three types of  threshold-signs are of  different shape and design but they all have 
a linear structure. contrary to other motifs such as spirals or concentric circles, they 
have a principal axis and therefore each motif  has a specific orientation, which can be 
vertical or horizontal on the wall surfaces of  the tombs. When we observe the orientation 
of  the threshold-signs inside the tombs, we realise that they are almost always oriented 
perpendicularly to the axis of  circulation inside the tomb: they are set vertically on 
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Figure 10.7: The figuration of  the limit and of  its crossing. (1) Structural analysis of  the three threshold-
signs; (2) the scalariform motif  on orthostat 51, Knowth West, and its relationship with the major architectural 
threshold inside the tomb (after Eogan 1986 and O’Sullivan 1988); (3) Fourknocks, the lintels decorated 
with chevrons and their relationship with four major thresholds inside the tomb (after Hartnett 1957 and Shee 
Twohig 1981).
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the orthostats and horizontally on the lintels and roofstones. The axis of  the motifs is 
oriented so as to be ‘crossed’ over by the movement of  the visitor that is walking inside 
the tomb. 

This is also demonstrated outside the tomb, on the kerbstones, which constitute the 
monumental limit between the tumulus and the outside world. The few scalariforms (on 
K51 at dowth, K7 at Newgrange, K79 at Knowth, stone B at Newgrange L – see robin 
2009, fig. 98), lines of  circles (on K5 and K42 at Knowth) and parallel zigzags (on K12 
at dowth, K12 and K41 at Knowth, K2 at Newgrange) that were carved on kerbstones 
are all placed horizontally on the front surface, and most often along the top ridge of  
the stone, so as to emphasize the relationship between the liminal function of  the stone 
and the symbolic function of  the motif: entering the kerb enclosure requires one to walk 
over/across the kerbstones and across the linear axis of  these threshold-signs.

The idea that I would like to stress is that there is a link between the graphical structure 
of  these motifs and their symbolic function of  ‘threshold-signs’ (Figure 10.7). Let us take 
the zigzag motif  first: from a graphical point of  view, its principal axis creates a line, a limit 
between two spaces, but the series of  opposed vs of  the motif  also represents two opposite 
directions, or a series of  passages backward and forward from one space to another. The 
chevrons motif  represents a fixed line and a movement at the same time, a limit and its 
crossing. The same graphic principles can be recognized in the structure of  the scalariform 
motifs: the limit is represented by the central line of  the motif  while the movement of  
the visitor across this limit is represented and symbolized by the short parallel lines that 
perpendicularly meet or cut the central line. This is particularly explicit on orthostat 51 
in Knowth West (Figure 10.7), which is located at a fundamental liminal point inside the 
monument (i.e. the passage angle, which corresponds to the entrance of  the ‘core cairn’ 
inside the tumulus). A long vertical line, which represents this major architectural limit, 
is carved all across the surface of  this stone while several short, horizontal parallel lines 
symbolize the movement inside the tomb. 

Lastly, the motifs in circle alignment can be analysed in the same way. The symbolic limit 
is represented by the axis that is created by the repetition of  the circles, while the crossing 
of  the limit is permitted by the spaces that are let between each element of  the motif. This 
last model should be considered together with Serge cassen’s (2009; 2010) interpretation 
of  megalithic stone rows, which are interpreted as symbolic barriers placed perpendicularly 
across natural axis of  circulation.

The three threshold-signs are different in shape, but they have common structures 
that form together a graphical figuration and schematisation of  the idea of  limit and its 
crossing. These motifs attest a particular level of  language and visual communication: they 
do not represent real visible objects but abstract, conceptual and complex ideas. However, 
despite their extreme abstraction, the threshold-signs are part figuration. Their design was 
not chosen and created in a haphazard way: there is a significant correspondence between 
the graphical structure of  the motifs and their symbolic function, a visual correspondence 
between the signifier and the signified.
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coNcLuSIoN

We can classify Irish and British passage tomb art as an abstract iconography because 
abstraction is its principal characteristic. Yet we cannot maintain that this Neolithic system 
of  visual communication is totally abstract, as is, for example, the Latin alphabet that I use 
to write this paper. Through a small number of  specific examples, and with the help of  a 
particular methodology (spatial analyses and comparisons with other european contexts), 
I have shown that, even 5000 years after the motifs were executed, it is possible to identify 
elements of  figuration within this abstract art. This dimension of  figuration includes two 
distinct levels. Firstly, there are schematised representations of  living beings (trees and 
snakes) and architectural structures (the megalithic passage represented from different 
perspectives). Secondly, there are abstract concepts and ideas (the limit and its crossing) 
represented by geometric motifs, the design of  which is a graphical schematisation (and 
therefore figuration) of  the meaning.

Many important questions, however, remain unanswered. Why in contrast with Breton and 
Iberian passage tomb art, are Irish and British examples abstract? How are we to explain the 
many similarities between the insular art and other european contexts? Ireland and Sardinia, 
in particular, were probably not in direct contact during the Neolithic but the passage tombs 
and hypogea of  these islands have many common characteristics, like the partition of  the 
tomb space (passage, antechamber, chamber, recesses) and parietal motifs (spirals, chevrons, 
chequered). In addition, chevrons were used in both contexts as thresholds markers: how do 
we explain that the same ‘grammatical’ rule was observed at exactly the same period in those 
very distant (and naturally isolated) regions of  europe? Irish and British passage tomb art 
is not a hermetic code whose key is completely lost to us. entrance doors can still be found 
between the signs that lead us to new answers as well as new questions. 
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